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rodelar
It's building or crafting an enroll.  It can be fabric on the head, to be able to place a heavy load and be able to carry it.  In
the old way, it was to place or use a metal impelet on the chest, to protect itself in sword fights.

rodenticida
It means that it eliminates or kills rodents.  It may also be called raticide. 

rodeo
Plaza where are folklore traditional activities such as dance, music of mariachis, charros and Rodeo.  There are many
activities with horses and bulls.  Name of folk activities.  In Colombia a similar activity called Coleo.

rodeos
Plural of rodeo.  It means bypass, turn, detour.  It can also mean trick, evasive, pretext, rotation and vagueness.

rodero
The mark or footprint left by the wheels when a vehicle is moved.  Person who drives a wheel.  Tread, trite, footprint,
mark. 

rodesia
It was the former name of a former British colony in Africa, constituting the present-day country called the Republic of
Zimbabwe. 

rodete
It means round, it looks like a wheel, which is circular.  It's also a way to call the squirts or strips of squirt hair that
women use.  Wheel, thread, crown, circle.

rodia
It means natural from the island of Rhodes or relative to that island.  Rhodia is also valid.  It is the name of a chemical
and synthetic fiber company, based in La Defense, France.  It is currently owned by the Belgian Solvay Group.

rodilla
Articulation of the lower limb which connects the thigh and leg.  Patella, fennel.

rodillo
It is a kitchen item that is used to flatten dough.  Element that elongated and cylindrical that rolls or gita on an axis .  It is
also an element in the same way that it is used for painting and was even used to squeeze clothes.  Weapon used by
Ramona to threaten Don Pancho. 

rodizio
It is a system of restaurant designed in Brazil, in which it is entered, a set fee is paid and be consumed everything what
you want to. Usually the specialty is meat to the grill.



rodomiel
It means pink honey.  It is a type of old syrup that was prepared with rose water and honey.  It can be prepared at home
with sugar or found in health food stores.  It serves, among other things, to heal oral wounds or canker sores, to improve
digestion and as a diuretic. 

rodos
Rodos, Rhodes or Rhodes was the name of an island in southeastern Greece that belonged to the Dodecanes.  It was
also called Ofiusa, because there was a lot of snake, Rodos was the most easteastern island of Greece.

rodoviario
It is a word from the Portuguese language.  It means bus station, road transport, ring roads.  Filming on roads or
highways, circulation on roads. 

rodrigón
It is the name given to a stake, pole, pitcher or rod that holds a climbing or crawling plant.  It is a term used in Agriculture
or Agronomy.

roete
It is the same as mona.  Roete is the hair in the form of aura, aura or Crown.  Form of common hairstyle in women of
advanced age and long hair: they collect and give turns forming a wheel or Crown.  Aura, aura, corona.  Pharmacy is a
kind of wine made with fruits of granada, agrauz or balaustra ( Punica granatum, the family Lythraceae ).  Roete or
impeller, is a fabric that give way to Crown the palenqueras carry basins or bowls in the head without picking.  Support
for basins in the head.

rogel
It's the name of a very typical Argentinian cake.  It consists of several biscuits coated with whipped egg white and sweet
(meringue).  Thick layers of sweet milk are applied between the biscuits. 

rohinyá
It is the name of a Burmese (Myanmar) ethnic group, Muslim.  It is also known as the Rwandan people.  They are
settled in the Rakhine region and are massacred by official Buddhist forces. 

rojeras
It was a way of calling in Spain the anti-Francoists or left-wing radicals.  Opponents of Francisco Franco. 

rojigualdo
It means that it combines stripes with the colors red and yellow or red and gold. 

rojita
Diminutive of red .  Affectionate way to call the Chile national football team.  Coloured, coloured, rosy, blushed. 
Distressed, affected by blushing or grief. 

rojo
Name of a parent color.  Surname of Spanish origin .  Surname of Argentine footballer who currently plays as a central
defender for Boca Juniors.  His full name is Faustino Marcos Alberto Rojo.  Color is also called colorado.  Designation



given to militant of a left-wing political party.  Name given to a variety of spruce .  Name of a Sea that separates the
Arabian Peninsula from Africa.  Name of several rivers : China River, which flows into Vietnam and is also called Song
Hong River; U.S. river flowing through the states of Mississippi, Texas, and Oklahoma, also called Red South and
flowing river in the states of Minnesota, North Dakota, and Manitoba (in Canada) to Lake Winnipeg, also referred to as
North Red.  Name of a song by Colombian J Balvin. 

rol
It can mean roll .  It can also mean role or character that is executed according to a script.  Work , role that is performed
within an organization .  . 

rola
In Colombia it means born in Bogotá, Bogotá.  It is also a section of a log of wood, saw logs.

rolear
It is a theatrical activity by which an artist plays several different and especially antagonistic characters.  Interpretatively
reflect various contrasting feelings.  Interpret different roles or roles.  Theatrical rehearsals.  In forestry activities is
cutting or cutting a log, making roles or logs. 

roles
Plural of role .  It means rolls .  It can also mean roles or characters that various actors play within a play.  Jobs that
people perform within an organization. 

roletazo
Bat in the game of baseball by its low height touches the ground, bounces several times and finally wheel on the ground.

rolin
Rolin is the surname of a Uruguayan footballer, named Germán Alexis Rolín Fernández.  He currently plays at Nacional
of Montevideo.  Roll, basic gymnastics exercise.  .

rolinera
It is the same as balinera or bearing.  It is an element used to reduce friction on the axes. 

rolis
It is a very colloquial way and loving call a bogotano.  Rolito, bogotanito.  It is also the plural of roli, which means turn,
roll, out to walk, roll (comes from the deformation of the word rolling - roll).

rollandia
It means dedicated to Rolland.  Rolland's dive.  It is a genus of waterfowl in the family Podicipedidae.  They are known
as zampullines, dives, somormujos, macás or keñolas.  It is found in the southern cone of South America.

rolles
rolles is incorrectly written and it should be written as Rolle ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Rolle ( 41 own name;.  It is the surname of a French mathematician named Michel Rolle whose development the
theorem that bears his name and which applies the mathematics of the differential calculus.



rollizas
It is the plural of plump.  In Colombia means fat, thick, fat, plump, chubby, robust, stout.  It also refers to wood that is in
logs being sawn still.

rollizo regordete
Of abundant meats.  Roll, chubby is the definition of fat or pot.

rollo
In Colombia it can mean gossip, storytelling, storytelling, rumor.  Also container containing a tape either film, photograph
or paper.  Chipa, ball or skein of something filiform like wire, yarn, wool and anything that can be rolled.  It also means
reel, roller, cylinder, axle.  In gymnastics it is a simple exercise also called roling, boat or cinnamon lap.

rolo
It is a colloquial way of calling the born, resident or related to Bogotá.  Synonym of cachaca or Bogotá.  It is even an
apocope of plump (FAT and colorado).

rom
Ethnicity characterized by transhumance.  Gypsies, wanderers, wanderers.  In Colombia it is the same Roma people,
Roma, cíngaros or Rom people are a community or ethnicity originating from the Indian subcontinent.  Abbreviation of
Read Only Memory .  In Computer Science and Technology is the means of storage on computers.  It is read-only
memory, also known as ROM (read-only memory )

roma
The capital of the Italian Republic. In Colombia we tell Rome tools that lack of tip or edge.  Pompa, pompo ( Dull ).

roma-
Name of an asteroid (472).  It was initially termed 1901 GP by astronomers. 

romadizo
It's another way to call a respiratory infection.  It is a respiratory viral disease that gives many animals especially birds.  It
is known as a moquillo or avian respiratory infection.  It can become lethal.  In the case of dogs and other mammals it is
called Distemper or Carré Disease.  It is most used to call the moquillo of birds so.  Coriza is a word of Latin origin
(coryza) that means cold, cold.  Also in the case of humans is a way to call the common cold.  Acute rhinitis,
inflammation of the nasal mucosa.  They are produced by viruses in the family Paramyxoviridae (the same as the
Measles virus), genus Morbillivirus.  Rhinitis, allergy, denim. 

romafobia
Aversion or fear of the Gypsies or Rom people. 

romance
In Colombia we say romance to the period of dating, falling in love, amour, Idyll. Derived from the latin language.

romances
Each of the languages derived from latin. Chivalry novels written in prose or in verse. Poetic form of anonymous
composition with eight syllable, verses and rhymes in pairs asonantes.



romanche
Name of a Retorromanic language spoken in Switzerland.  It is also called gray, rerromanche, redromanic or rhetic.  It is
considered the national language of Switzerland. 

romaní
It means caló, calé, gitano, rom.  Dark-skinned.  Person who belongs to the nomadic people of dark skin and black hair. 

rombo
In Geometry is a four-sided polygon, which has two sharp angles and two obtuse angles.  Type of ring.

romboi
It is a widely used vulgarism in Colombia.  It is the deformation of the terms in English Round Point, which in our
language is an intersection of circular shaped tracks, which we commonly know as roundabout or roundabout. 

romeo
It means heartthrob in love.  In love.  Italian name of male meaning pilgrim from Rome.  The one who goes to Rome out
of devotion.  Name of the young Montesco, protagonist of the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. 
Italian surname of Neapolitan origin.  Surname of one of the creators of the automotive firm Alfa Romeo, called Nícola
Romeo. 

romerina
It is the common name of a medicinal plant in the family Cistaceae.  It is also known as male rosemary, jaguarzo,
tamarilla, huagarzo.  Its scientific name is Cistus clusii.  It grows in poor and sandy soils.

romerito
Diminutive rosemary.  Nickname with which Julio César Romero was known, an excellent medicampist of Paraguayan
origin.  It is another way to call moor rosemary, a plant of medicinal uses.  In Colombia there are several species of
shrubs called romerito or moorland rosemary.  One of them, is also known as g.  Without the family Asteraceae (genera
Diplostephium and Pentacalia).

romería
It is a collective movement of faithful to a sanctuary.  It is usually organized by the parishes.  Pilgrimage, pilgrimage,
journey of the faithful to a sacred place. n by extension collective site to see something new or strange.

romero
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Person who participates in a pilgrimage, pilgrim.  It is also the name of a
shrub plant that has medicinal, gastronomic and cosmetic uses.  Its scientific name Rosmarinus officinalis and belongs
to the family Lamiaceae.  There are other plants that are also called rosemary.   Romero is also used as a male name. 
It is of Latin origin, means that you travel or pilgrim to Rome.  Variant : Romeo .

rompe saragüey
It is one of the common names for a toxic plant in invasive.  It is also known as albahaquilla de Cuba or simply
saragüey.  Its scientific name is Chromolaena odorata and it belongs to the Asteraceae family.  It has medicinal uses. 

rompecráneos



It means hard to understand or decipher, which requires using intelligence, puzzles.  Name of a hobby magazine.

romper
It means to break, split, fractionate, separate, fracture, fragment, tear apart, destroy.  Shattering.   It can also mean
interrupting, cracking, sectioning, hendering, drilling.  Spoil, break, damage, decompose, render useless. 

romper el cascarón
In Colombia it is a popular and colloquial expression that means to come out of ignorance or obscurity.  To be born, to
know, to learn.  It is also discovering the freedom and ability to make one's own decisions, without interference from
anyone. 

romper la crisma a alguien
It means to descalabrar, to wound in the head.  Hit and injure the skull.  In Colombia we call chrism to the head or skull. 

romperredes
It's a way to call a goalscorer, gold loot.  Footballer who is characterized by scoring many goals (also the one who kicks
the ball very hard).   In the slang of shark or caribbean fishermen (they are fish that are characterized by biting and
breaking nets).  Very large and heavy fish.

rompesaraguelo
It is one of the common names of a toxic plant that has medicinal uses.  It is also called rompe saragüey, Albahaquilla
de Cuba.  Its scientific name is Chromolaena odorata and it belongs to the Asteraceae family.  It is used to calm fevers,
urinary retention and wound healing among other things.  

rompesaragüelo
It is one of the common names given to a plant of medicinal uses and to which magical powers are granted.  Esoteric
use plant.   It is used as a counter in supposed spells.  It is also known as contra, rompezaragüey, albahaquilla.  It is
endemic to Cuba.  It is used for purification and cleaning baths.  Its scientific name is Chromolaena odorata, which
means colored odorous mantle.  It belongs to the Asteraceae family.  

rompiente
It means that breaks, producing break or break.  Cliff, breakwater, reef, bajio, reef, bar, peñasco.

ronalda
It is a female, variant name of Ronald, which is a name of English origin, or Ragnvald. It means very strong, powerful.
Variant of Ronaldo.

roncha
In Colombia a hive is the same as an ulceration sting, Cardinal, papule, urticaria, itching.

ronchita
It is the diminutive form of hive.  It means itching, itching, stinging, brand, signal, stain.  Red mark that is left on the skin
after an insect sting.  So figurative mark, distrust towards, resquemor.



ronchito
Diminutive of snoring.  Small snoring.  In Colombia it is the name of a fish that is also known as cucha, mayor or
raspacanoa.  Its scientific name is Rineloricaria eigenmanni and belongs to the family Loricariidae .  In Spain, especially
in León, it is a type of candy that also carries peanuts. 

roncho
In Colombia it is another of the names of a fish, which is also known as panche, cucha, mayor or raspacanoa.  Its
scientific name is Hypostomus plecostomus and belongs to the family Loricariidae .  

ronco
It is an inflection of snoring.  It means making noise while sleeping.  Noise or sound grave, deep.  As adjective mean
serious, recessed, low, deep, thick, aphonic, harsh.  A person who has the voice altered and thick for a condition in the
throat.

rondando
It means giving rounds, circling.  It is an inflection of haunt.  It means take turns, watch, patrolling, loitering, Woo,
pretend, harass, "stalk". -

rondel
In Colombia is the commercial name of an antiparasitic for veterinary use for dogs and cats.  It is oral suspension and its
active ingredients are Pyrantel pamoate (81%) and Praziquantel (18%).  Produces it Virbac Colombia Ltda.  It is also a
simple poem, octasilabos, brief and loving themes.

ronera
Rum is a colloquial form whereby Colombians, especially the coastal concern a tomata or verbeta with ron. Play or feast
where much rum is taken.

ronero
Glass used to serve rum.  A person who consumes ron or produces it in stills.

ronna-
It is another prefix recently adopted by the International System, along with Quetta and Ronna for multiples and quecto
and ronto for submultiples.  They are represented as follows: Queta as Q, Ronna as R, Quecto as q and ronto as r.  In
this case Ronna means or indicates a factor of 10 (raised to 27 power) and is called a thousand-trillion, in the Long
Scale) and is used for multiples or infinitely large parts.  It is a 10 followed by 27 zeros.  Ronna (symbol R) is a prefix
adopted by Sistema Internacional in 2022.  It is clarified that in the Short Scale used by Spanish-speaking countries the
Ronna would be called 1 Octillion (because our system uses 3 zeros less). 

ronora
It is a chain of stores for sales of accessories with certain age or harvested without being classified as antique. Some
are items fashioned coming back to the market. Sales of balances of past seasons.

ronquera
It is to acquire a tone thick or more serious voice, as a result of a condition of the larynx.  It's a colloquial way in
Colombia mean scratchy throat, hoarseness, ronquez, roughness and hoarseness.



ronquido
Loud, harsh sound that is produced by partial obstruction of the nasoral structures of the upper airway.  It occurs during
sleep and can be an indicator of OSAS (obstructive sleep apnea syndrome).  Sleep apnea. 

ronroco
It is a type of large charango, very popular in Bolivia.  It is a string instrument, which has 5 pairs of strings.  With slight
variations in the semitones (slightly more serious sound) exists in Chile and Argentina.  Charango tuned.

ronsard
It is a French surname.  Name of a poet and French writer named Pierre Ronsard.  I was known as "Prince of poets and
poet of the Princes".

ronsoco
It is another name that receives the largest in the world, native rodent of the Amazon basin.  Its scientific name is
Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris and belongs to the family Caviidae.  This term is most commonly used in Peru.  This animal
also receives the names of capybara, capybara, jomo, punch, pork water, lancho, capybara, capybara, or pork manao.

ronto-
It is another prefix recently adopted by the International System, along with Quetta and Ronna for multiples and quecto
and ronto for submultiples.  They are represented as follows: Queta as Q, Ronna as R, Quecto as q and ronto as r.  In
this case ronto- means or indicates a factor of 10-27 (one thousandth, on the Long Scale) and is used for submultiples
or infinitely small parts.  It is an the preceding 1 of 27 zeros.  Ronto (symbol r) is a prefix adopted by Sistema
Internacional in 2022.  It is clarified that in the Short Scale used by Spanish-speaking countries the Ronto would be
called 1 octillionth (because our system uses 3 zeros less). 

ronzal
They are structures of straps or strips of various materials (leather, fiber, plastic, fabric, canvas, etc.  ) , which are
adapted to the snout of an animal, to guide it and in some cases to prevent it from biting or to prevent it from eating.  It is
most commonly used in horses and dogs.  In the case of horses it is also called bridle, halter or muserola.  Also in some
countries it is synonymous with mask, masks. 

roña
In Colombia is synonymous with dirt, grime, rust, scab, delete, rust, rust, pegostre. Current too easy so much that you
desperate.  Work very slowly and with laziness, indifference.  Without desire, without enthusiasm, without desires.

roñoso
Who makes a mess, who works slowly or lazily.  In Colombia it means slow, lazy, negligent.  It can also mean dirty,
piggy, grimy, grimy, tiny, mangy.  petty, wretched, greedy. 

rooftop
It is an English term that literally translates the top of the flat ceiling.  It can be translated as a terrace or roof terrace. 

rooibos
It is a word from the Afrikaans language meaning red shrub.  It is the endemic name in South Africa of red tea, Pu-erh
tea.  Its scientific name is Aspalathus linearis and belongs to the family Fabaceae.



rookie
It's an English word meaning rookie, first.  Person who performs an activity for the first time, who lacks experience,
apprentice. 

roommate
It's an English language word meaning roommate, roommate. 

ropajes
It means costumes, clothing, apparel, outfits, costumes.  Outdoor clothing, wide and long that people wear.

ropero
In Colombia, it is the same as closet.  Furniture designed to place or arrange the clothes.  Chest of drawers, wardrobe,
wardrobe.  In Colombia closet, Cabinet, or Hulk also mean very burly, muscular, robust or stocky man.  Antonym of
WIMP, alfeñique.  It is also a surname in the Eastern Plains, especially settled in Mani.  In Bogotá is a dealership car. 
Wardrobe is the person who has by trade, sell or buy clothes.  Establishment which is sold or sells used clothing.

roponcito
A roponcito is a bag of wool fabric with needles for baby. Chaquetica for baby. In Colombia we say wool rompers.

ropón
Small blanket or blanket that is used to shelter babies.  It is usually woven and wool.  That tucks or abgates.  Increased
clothing. 

ropto
It is the name of an innovative lead generation company.  It is based in Altrincham, Cheshireen, in the United Kingdom.

roque
It is a name of Latin origin male and means as strong as a rock.   Name of French Saint, patron saint of pilgrims.  Their
image is always accompanied by a dog.

roque
It is a name of Latin origin male and means as strong as a rock.   Name of French Saint, patron saint of pilgrims.  Their
image is always accompanied by a dog.

roquedol
roquedol is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rocky" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Rocky. It
means land full of rocks, site where rocks abound. Pedregal, Rocoso.rocosa...

roqueño
It means rocky, cliff, stony.  Place full of stones. 

roqueria
Roqueria or rocks is an area devoid of vegetation and abundant just rocks, without layer of soil or topsoil.  Usually they
are areas that are covered with ice or snow during winter seasons.  Lungfish marine animals and migratory birds can be



seen in them.

rorcual
It is one of a class of large whale common names.  It is also called the Greyhound of the seas or fin whale.  The
scientific name of the fin whale is Balaenoptera physalus and belongs to the family Balaenopteridae.

roro
In the Pemon language, of the Caribbean family, it is the name of a color, blue green or bluish green.  Rorro, means
attractive, handsome. 

rorro
It is a Lullaby, sleep a baby.  It also means clumsy or beautiful, beautiful.

rosa
It is a name of woman of Latino origin, referring to the flower of the Rosal.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Last
name of Argentine politicians and military.  Rosa is the name of an Alabama town in the United States.  It is a color, light
pink or skin color.  Colloquially means romantic, soft, delicate.  Type of novel.

rosa del nilo
It is one of the common and perhaps the least used names of an aquatic plant of beautiful flowers.  It is better known as
lotus flower, sacred lotus or Indian lotus.  Its scientific name is Nelumbo nucífera and belongs to the family
Nelumbonaceae.  Generically it is also known as a lily.  The technical term (or scientific name) "Nelumbo nucífera"
means "water lily or aquatic plant that carries nuts".  It is famous in part of its beauty, for the durability of the germinative
potency of its seeds, as it is proven to be greater than several millennia.

rosagantes
Most suitable is beautiful, with z.  It means that they have pink skin, which reflect health and joy.  Quenelle, lush,
healthy, flashy, brand new, colorful.  It also means orondo, happy, proud, conceited, proud.

rosalia
Rosalia is a name of Latin origin woman and means relative to the rose (flower and fragrance).   Some consider that it is
a name composed of rose and Lia.

rosalina
It is a name of Latin origin woman and means so beautiful as a rose.

rosamient
rosamient is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Friction" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is friction. It
means friction, rubbing. Light contact between two surfaces. Resistance that exerts a surface to oppose to the slip or
rotation of a body. Dislike between two people.

rosamunda
ROSAMUNDA or Rasamunde is a very famous German traditional song.  Rosamund is the name of a woman in
German.  It is also the name of a lyrical work with incidental music by Franz Schubert.



rosario
Rosario is a name of Latin origin woman and means Garland of roses.  As a noun it is synonymous with camandula,
reso, series, series, String, chorizo, seguidilla, String, succession.

rosarios
In Colombia we say Rosary.

rosbel
In Argentina it is a surname.  There is also a chain of shoe shops and handcrafted furniture shops called Rosbel.

rosca
It can be a bakery product in the form of a bull or doughnut.  Nut, toroid .  Fluted element that allows to be screwed into
a screw.  In Salamanca, Spain, it is a typical dance.  In Colombia thread is a colloquial term to refer to a group that has
many privileges and is very closed.

roscaya
roscaya is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Russkaya" being its meaning:<br>Roscaya is a very common
erroneous way in several Spanish-speaking countries to refer to the Russkaya Vodka.

roscon
The correct term is roscón (with accent).  In Colombia is a kind of sweet bread in the form of thread or doughnut, which
has a layer of sugar on top and also inside may lead sandwich with guava or dulce de leche.  Large, augmentative
thread thread.

rosetilla
It is one of the names of a plant that has a cdillo of pointed edges, which looks like a multiple star.  Long spine knuckle. 
It is known as prickly grass.  Its scientific name is Cenchrus longispinus.  It belongs to the family Poaceae.

rosi
It is an Italian surname.  Surname of an Italian film Director and screenwriter, called Francesco Rosi.  The name of a
musical album of the Templeton group of Jazz.  In Colombia ROSI is the acronym for return on investment in safety (is
the result of monetary risk mitigation, less the cost of control)

rosmar
In Mexico it is the name of a business group of consulting in food production, based on Biotechnology.  In Girardot,
Colombia is the name of a Hotel and in Seville, Spain, a construction company.

rosquilla
It is thread-shaped, toroid or doughnut-shaped and small in size.  Thread Diminutive .  In Colombia it is a bakery
product, usually made with cassava starch.  There is also the sago doughnut.

rosquillas
In Colombia doughnuts are a bakery product of an annular or toroid form.  They are usually made with cassava flour and
cheese, although there are a wide variety of sizes, ingredients and presentations.  Diminutive and plural thread .  Donuts
can be sweet or salt.



rosquitas
They are a small bakery products in the form of ring or ring ( ring ) usually they have cheese. Doughnuts.

rossonero
In Italian it means reddish.  It combines the colors rosso ( red ) and nero ( black ) .  It's a way to call AC Milan, because
of the colors of your T-shirt. 

rostro
It means face or face.  Front of a ship or front of the head.  Facade, frontis, bow.  Countenance, characteristic aspects of
something or someone.

rota
In Colombia it means departure, torn, perforated with holes, damaged, deteriorated, made piece.  It is also an inflection
of rotate.  It means turn, change, roll, take turns, alternating, relieve, turns.

rotilla
It is the name of a town and a beach in Cuba, where an electronic music festival was held.  It remains in the Municipality
of Santa Cruz del Norte in the Province of Mayabaque (formerly of the Province of Havana).  Currently these are held on
Jibacoa beach.  Route diminutive .  Very short route. 

roto
In Colombia means hollow, hole, hole.  It can be considered as inflection of breaking Split, fracture, fraction, break) or
also rotate ( rotate).  In Chile, it means parity, miserable, ragged.

rotonda
In Colombia it is the same as glorieta.  Circular road intersection.  It usually has a garden or a monument.  Round point .
 In Colombia the terms romboi, romboy or rompoi are also in popular use. 

rotor
Name they receive the propellers of a helicopter.  Part that moves or rotates on a turbine or motor.  Propeller, blade.  It
means that it rotates, it rotates.

rotundo
It means that it is round, full, rounded, spherical.  Strict, clear-cut, categorical, of utmost importance or transcendence,
conclusive, precise, clear, firm, extraordinary.

rou
It is the name of an anime character, leader of humans, who participated in the holy war.

roussoniana
It means relative to Rousseau.  It refers to the philosopher John James Rousseau.  Idea that focuses pedagogy on the
natural evolution of the child. 

rover



It is a word of the English language meaning andariego, tramp, pirate, wandering. 

rover
It is a word of the English language meaning andariego, tramp, pirate, wandering.  In Spanish it is accepted body.  It
means vehicle specially designed to move on the surface of another planet.  Astromobile.  Vehicle designed for surface
exploration on another planet.  

roxane
Rosane is a variant on the name of woman Roxana.  Roxanne and Rosana also exist.  It is of Persian origin, means
dawn, splendid.

roya
It is a disease that attacks the aerial part of many plants.  They are caused by Pucciniomycetes fungi.  There are about
8000 species of these fungi and almost all of them are pathogens.  It can usually attack various cereals or coffee and
are catastrophic affectations.  Roya is also the name of a short river in the Mediterranean basin that runs in territories of
France and Italy.  In Colombia in a colloquial way, very bad person or something lethal and catastrophic.  It is one of the
common names of a plant in the Mediterranean basin whose roots are used to obtain red dyes.  It is the red blonde, hail,
lapa or red, whose scientific name is Blonde tinctorum of the family Rubiaceae .  They also say rust a la colleja, cabbage
or white root.  It is a plant of the Mediterranean basin of gastronomic uses.  Its scientific name is Silene vulgaris and
belongs to the family Caryophyllaceae.   ,

royal baby
It is an Expression in English meaning royal baby or royal baby.  Brand of bottles and tricycles for children. 

royega
Large caterpillar that especially attacks fruit trees.  Worm. 

rozamientos
It means friction, contacts, frictions, taps.  Contact between two surfaces .

roznido
It means rebutty, voice of the donkey or donkey. 

rómulo
Name of one of the two twins who founded Rome.  Brother of Remus .  Name of the first King of Rome (Romulus).  Male
name of Latin origin.  In ancient times it was considered Eponymous of Rome. 

róndin
The correct term is rondin.  It means watchman, caretaker, carer, watchman, sereno.  It is also a way to call a small wind
instrument that is also called harmonica or dulzaine.

rótula
It is the name given to a small triangular bone that is located in front of the knee joint.  It is also called patella or patella. 



rrecurido
rrecurido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Used" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is used.
Turning appeal. Means to employ, use please, appeal, claim, plead, benefit, pretend, litigate, plead, reappear, recur.

rual
Name of a song by Gel Abril ( Israel), from the album "Spells of Yoruba" (spells or Yoruba seed).  It is also the acronym
for the Latin American Urban Agricultural Network, a network of rubber trees.  Name of a tree considered sacred. 

ruanda
Rwanda or Rwanda is the name of an East African country whose capital is Kigali.  It is called the country of a thousand
hills. 

ruanina
Relative to ruano .  It means that it has the skin covered with hair and mane combined in several colors.  Of hair mixed
white, gray or bayo. 

ruba
It is one of the common names given in Venezuela to an edible tuber plant.  In Colombia and parts of Ecuador is known
as olluco, ulluco, chugua, lisa, or smooth Pope.  Its scientific name is Ullucus tuberosus and belongs to the
Basellacaceae family.

rubefaciente
In medicine, are drugs used topically for sore muscles and bones.  Ointments.  They are characterized by Redden the
skin by increasing blood flow.

rubeóla
Rubella or rubbeola is more indicated.  It is also known as German Measles.  It is the name of an infectious disease
caused by a virus and manifests with pink spots on the skin, fevers and inflammation of nodes.  It manifests itself in
children and young people.  It is prevented with the triple viral vaccine.

rubial
Land where blonde plants (Rubia tinctorum mainly) abound, which belongs to the Rubiaceae family.  There are many
species of blonde.  It means red in color, where red predominates. 

rubiales
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Colombia it is the name of an oil field of great production, located in the department
of Meta.  The name of the oil field is taken from the name of the village and the Caño Rubiales, which are located in the
municipality of Puerto Gaitan in the Department of Meta.  Surname of the controversial president of the Royal Spanish
Football Federation. 

rubianco
It means blonde hair, hair that tends to be blonde.  Catire , monkey . 

rubicón
Rubicon is incorrectly written and it should be written as Rubicon ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct



term is Rubicon ( 41 own name;.  It means reddish, Ruby color.  It is the name of an Italian River of short length which
flows into the Adriatic Sea.

rubiel
Rubiel is incorrectly written and it should be written as Rubiel ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Rubiel ( is his own name, is used as a name and as a surname ).  It is a name of Hebrew origin male and it means the
red face.  Reddish hair.

rubilante
It means that it dyes or paints red.  Which gives the color of ruby.  That paints of color.  It gives a rosy appearance to a
pale cheek.  Cosmetic for rosy cheeks.  Blushing, blushing. 

rubin
Rubin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rubin" being its meaning:<br>Rubin is Czech, Slavic and Tartar
way of saying Ruby.  Rubin is also a surname in Mexico.

rubina
It's a woman's name of Hindu origin.  Rubina Ali is an actress who won the SAG Award.  It is also known as Rubina
Qureshi.

rubisco
It is the name of an enzyme found in chloropletes that are able to synthesize their essential metabolites (autotrophea
organisms), such as plants.  These organisms require light to perform photosynthesis.  Ribisco is the apocoptic form of
ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase.  The rubisco is the most abundant prosthetic enzyme in nature and
is supernecessary for the transformation of carbonic gas into Oxygen.

rubí
It is the name of a very hard crystallized mineral and bright red.  A woman's name of Latin origin meaning red.  In
Colombia it is a special cream or wax to remove scratches in the latonería of cars. 

rubor
It means grief, blush, shame, suffocation.   Warmth or blush that is reflected in the face by grief.  Cosmetic that women
use to give color to the cheeks. 

ruborizados
It means shocked, blushing, embarrassed, sorry. 

ruborizar
It means to grieve, to cause shame, to embarrass, to grieve, to blush, to embarrass.   It is also the cosmetic action of
women consisting of coloring their cheeks with blush. 

ruborizarse
Turn red for the penalty.  Grieving, embarrassing.



ruborizo
I blush is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Crimsoned ( With tilde )."being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection
of blush. It means grieve is, put colorado, blushing, embarrass it, ashamed, coloured.

rubrica
The correct term is heading, with tilde.  It means sign, signal, brand, firm stroke.  Item, or stroke confirming the veracity
of a document.  You can also be considered a heading (without accent) as a sign, that means sign.  It can be taken as a
synonym for confirmation.

rubricable
It means that you can sign, you can rubric.   Document that is correct and clear.  It has no studs or amends. 

ruca
In Colombia means woman of the House, home, Maid.  It is a word of mapuche origin meaning House, home.  In Chile:
House of the Mapuche Indians.  Home, home, home.

rucha
In Colombia, damaged, past, poor quality, paluda, pasmada, which does not serve to prepare or eat (usually refers to
the poor quality of cassava).  It can mean the Spain, donkey, donkey or also bud, regrowth or renewal of a plant. 

rucias
In Colombia rucias is the plural of rucia. It means gray, off-white or gray. We also use it to say that it is full of dirt,
grime-filled. Dirty.

rucio
In Colombia it means gray, grayish or grayish.  It has whitish or gray color.  Grey or whitish color of horses.

rucu
It is a word of the Quechua language that means old, old.  Rucu is also one of the names of a Pichincha volcano near
Quito : Rucu Pichincha or Pichincha Viejo. 

ruda
Rough, strong, hard, rough person enough, impolite, rude, violent.  It is also the common name of an aromatic and
medicinal plant.  Its scientific name is Ruta graveolens and belongs to the family Rutaceae.  Route is also the name of
an Italian town in the province of Udine.

ruderal
It is a soil where herbaceous plants and small weeds abound.  Herbazal.  They are located on the shores of roads,
watercourses or abandoned farmland. 

rudio
Type of sword used in ancient times by gladiators. 

rudy



It is a male name of German origin and means glorious warrior.  It is considered a variant of Ruolfo or Rudolph.  Artistic
name of a Venezuelan singer-songwriter (Rudy Marquez), whose real name is Rodolfo Márquez Van Stenis. 

rueda
In Colombia it means rim, tire, circle, ball, circle, disk, ring, Crown.  It is also a slice, sliced, chopped, slice.  Corrillo,
group of people, round.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  One of the inventions more revolutionaries man: disk is
spinning around an axis.  Inflection of roll.  It means give boats, glide, spin.

ruedecilla
Small wheel.  Wheel diminutive.  Wheel. 

ruego
Resort to appeal to get something or pretend the goodness of another search.  It is an inflection of beg.  It means ask,
beg, beg.  In Colombia as a noun is synonymous with application, appeal, petition, order, prayer, prayer, prayer,
ejaculation, invocation.

ruela
It is a word of the Portuguese language and means alley.  Long and narrow street. 

rufián
It means bad person.  It means scoundrel, miserable, rascal, infamous, rogue. 

rufo
You want to say color red, red flesh, fire red, red, red on.  Bermejo.

rugbistico
It means the sport of Rugby.  The word must always have tilde ( rugbistic ). 

rugro
It is supposed to be a Spain-based digital strategy Agency.

ruidajal
Much noise, bustle, bustle. 

ruidajo
In Colombia it means bustle, bustle.  Loud noise.  Very annoying intense sound.  We also use the term bullaranga. 

ruidazo
Increased noise.  Very loud noise.  Ruidajo. 

ruidillo continuado
Annoying, soft and persistent noise.  Noise that generates a bad bearing.



ruilla
It is the same as a staff or dishcloth.  MOP, bayetilla.

ruin
Be insignificant and unworthy.  You want to say vile, mean-spirited, infamous, low, despicable, heinous, creeping, evil,
unworthy.

ruindad
It is a defect of the human personality which is shown looking to do evil to others.   It is the condition of the person who
likes the evil.

ruiseñor
It is a Songbird of small size that sings very nice.  The Nightingale is the family Muscicapidae and its scientific name is
Luscinia megarhynchos.  Luscinia, which is the name of the genus, in latin means " singing beautiful ".  Nickname of
singers that sing very well.

rukia
It is a female name of Japanese origin.  It means like the Lapis lazuli, blue.

ruku
Paragraph of the Quran, the Holy Book of the Muslims. It also refers to the widespread Muslim Prayer position of foot,
with very tilted head and hands touching your knees.

rula
In Colombia is a way to call a large machete.  Long, wide blade machete.  24-inch machete.  It is used for cutting cane. 
In occupational health is an English method for the management of excessive postural loads of the upper limbs and for
evaluation of the (Rapid Upper Limb Assesstement - rapid assessment of the upper members).  RULA is an acronym in
English of Rapid Upper Limb Assesstement.

ruleta
It means small wheel.  It is the name of a spinning wheel that is used in gambling.  It is the name of the most popular
game of chance in casinos.  Name of a reckless and very dangerous game consisting of shooting oneself in the head
with a revolver to which a single bullet has been loaded into the drum. 

ruletero, ra
Person fond of the game of roulette.  Ludopath who plays roulette.  Person of the casino, in charge of the roulette. 
Name of a song composed by Dámaso Pérez Prado. 

rulo
In Colombia it is a short cylindrical element that women use to stifle hair.  Tube.  Also in Colombia colloquially it is
gossip.

ruma
It means a lot, arrume, stack.  A set of things or items encarradas or embedded (affluent) one over another.



rumania
Name of a free state located in Central Europe.  Its capital is Bucharest.  It is very famous for its ancient churches,
medieval castles, for the legend of Dracula and for its region of Transylvania.  It belongs to the European Union and has
coasts on the Black Sea. 

rumba
In Colombia it means holiday spree, fun, dance, farra, pachanga, fun.

rumballet
is the name of an academy or dance school in Spain (León).  It is an expression that results from combining rumba and
ballet. 

rumbear
In Colombia, it means to go to dance, go from farra, of party, be fun, pachanguear.

rumbiar
It means dancing.  Go partying or jolgorio.  In Colombia it is to go in a parranda especially on Friday nights.  Go rumba.

rumeando
It is an inflection of rumear.  It means speaking roughly, with judgment, with hardness, rigorously.  It is also mumble or
talk very quedo, in a low voice, whisper.  Thinking reiterated on the same thing, obsession.

rumia
It is the regurgitation of a food that has not been completely chewed and digested.  It is the special feature of ruminant
animals.  Semidied food bolo, which should be saturated with saliva and be rechewed.  It's a rumination inflection.

rumichaca
In Quechua language it means stone bridge.  It is the name of a natural bridge borderbetween Colombia and Ecuador,
over the Carchi River.  It is located in the considered Navel of the World, according to the indigenous Pastos.  Within the
Colombian territory by river takes the name of Guáitara .  Today there is parallel a modern bridge in particular, called the
Rumichaca International Bridge.  It is also the name of a Peruvian Region in the Sierra Central.  In Peru, it is also the
name of several villages in Apurimac, Huancavelica and Huánuco.

rumiñahui
Rumiñahui is a quechua word which means eye of stone. It was the name that referred to the Commander of the army
Inca of Quito ( Kitu ) and Liribamba, son of Kuayna Capac and brother of Atahualpa. His real name was Pillahuaso II
and they also said Ati, which means victorious, invincible.

rumiñhaui
He was a brother of Atahualpa.  He was the son of Huayna Cápac and Nary Ati.  Rumiñhaui or Rumi 'haui means stone
eye in Quechua.

rumores
Plural of rumor.  Means whisper, hum.  runrún noise, sound.   By extension gossip, tangle, story, talk, gossip, gossip.



run
Onomatopeya of the noise of an engine.  In Central America it's a kind of armadillo.  In English it means running. 

runa
Variety of potato small and quite hard.  It is slow cooking.  It was each of the ancient characters of Scandinavian writing. 
In Ecuador it is the way to call a person resulting from the crossing between Indian and white.  Mestizo, mulatto. 

runado
You mean in the form of a rune.  Short text written in the form of a verse.

runas
Ancient alphabets used by Germanic and Slavic peoples.  Old name of the river Arga, in Pamplona, Spain.  Southern
quechua language.  Religious ideas that are repeated as a prayer or praise.

runcho
Colombia is one of the common names of a marsupial similar to the opossum.  We also say chucha, Fox, opossum, or
fara.  Belongs to the family Didelphidae, and its scientific name is Didelphis marsupialis.  There is also a fish that we say
runcho that same kennel, cierre or I roncho.

runguear
It is a term used in Central America.  it's synonymous with rumbear, which means dancing, being cheerful, having fun. 

runner
It's an English language word that means runner. 

runrún
It is the onomatopoeia of the noise of an engine.  In Colombia it is also a rumor or gossip.  A lie or lie that is spread
about a person (false information).  Confusing noise of voices.  Hum.  The noise the top makes when turning. 

ruperto
It is a male name of German origin.  It means famous, the one with a reputation.

rupestre
It means that it is primitive, hard, and very old.  Related to the rocks or stones and the likes of them.  Worked on the
rocks.  The petroglyphs are considered a form of rock art.

rupia
It is the name of the monetary unit of several countries of Hindu influence.  Noneda from India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Nepal, Indonesia, and Mauritius, Seychelles and Maldives. 

rupicola
It means that he inhabits or lives among the rocks.  It is synonymous with Saxicola.  There is a very similar term and it is
Rubicola, which means that it lives among the brambles (plants of the genus Rubus).  The term rupícola can be used for
animals or plants.  In this case, Rupicola is the name of a genus of birds, which belongs to the family Cotingidae. 



They're called rock cocks.

rupícola
It means that he inhabits or lives among the rocks.  It is synonymous with Saxicola.  There is a very similar term and it is
Rubicola, which means that it lives among the brambles (plants of the genus Rubus).  In the castellanizations of both
technical words behave like sdrújulas words, so they would always wear tilde.  I clarify, that when referring to the writing
of a technical name of a genre, it should always be capitalized in the first letter and never bears tilde.  The term rupícola
can be used for animals or plants.

rupta
ku?ácký is incorrectly written and should be written as "KU?ÁCKÝ ( is an acronym )." being its meaning:<br>KU?ÁCKÝ
is an acronym used in Colombia to the single registry of lands and territories ( Land ) Abandoned by the violence.  List of
registered land passed to the management of the unit's restitution of lands that replaces the Incoder.

ruqueta
It is the name of a plant in the brassicaceae family, native to the Mediterranean.  Its scientific name is Eruca vesicaria.  It
is edible and spicy in flavor.  It is also called ruca, rabaniza, arugula, caterpillar, ruca, arugula or roqueta. 

ruquetas
Plural of ruqueta .  It is the name of a plant in the brassicaceae family, native to the Mediterranean.  Its scientific name is
Eruca vesicaria.  It is edible and spicy in flavor.  It is also called ruca, rabaniza, arugula, caterpillar, ruca, arugula or
roqueta. 

rural
An area far from the city and with a dispersed population.  Countryside, peasant, uneducated.  coarse.  concerning the
field and its labors. 

ruralidad
Relative to the rural sector i.e. the countryside.  Non-urban area.  Peasantry. 

rus
He was a descendant people of Vikings or Scandinavians who settled and formed the first settlements in Kiev.

rusco
It is one of the common names of a medicinal plant.  Its scientific name is Ruscus aculeatus.  It belongs to the
Asparagaceae family.  It is used to treat hemorrhoids and varicose veins.  Other medicinal uses are as a diuretic, or
against phlebitis, gout and arthritis.  It also receives the names of holly, acebillo, argallúa, escobilla, orusco, brusco,
zaquemí and wand of San José. 

rusia
Yarn fabric and hard and strong fabrics.  Canvas.  Name of a Eurasian country whose capital is Moscow. Name of an
asteroid 232.  Land of the Russians. 

rusiagate
It is a colloquial and journalistic form called the scandal of relations between Donald Trump and his advisors and the



Government of Vladimir Putin after the campaign and the presidential elections in the United States. This word is not in
the Spanish language.

ruso
He is the gentile of those born in Russia.  Relative to Russia.  It is also the name of a language of Indo-European origin
of the Eastern Slavic branch.  Name of an empire that dominated russia between 1721 and 1917.   In Colombia it is the
colloquial name given to construction workers.

ruso del altiplano
In Colombia it is the nickname of the elected Mayor of Tunja, Mikhail Krasnov.  He is a Russian, professor at the
Pedagogical and Technological University of Tunja, where he arrived 15 years ago.  He settled in Colombia for the love
of the country and began to do politics, achieving the Mayor's Office, by popular election.  He speaks six languages.  In
some parts of South America it is a stigmatizing nickname for left-wing militants. 

rusofobo
It means that he hates Russians, that he has an aversion to the Russians or his country. 

russia
It is Russia in English.  The name is officially Russian Federation or Federation of Russia.  Its capital is Moscow and is
the largest country in the world.  .

rustiquez
It is the quality of human beings and even of animals which is manifested in the ability to adapt to live or be under very
adverse conditions.  Rusticity, adaptability, stubbornness, stamina. When only refers to the quality of rustic in the sense
of ordinariness, completeness, are synonyms crude, rough, rough, primitive.

rustir
It can mean to roasting or tanning.  Roasting, subject to the action of heat, browning. 

rut
Woman's name of Hebrew origin.  Ruth is also used.  It means faithful companion.  In Colombia it is the acronym of an
official document called Registro Único Tributario.  It is used for the payment of taxes. 

ruta
Succession of places or places you pass to reach a destination.  It means path, path, defeat, course, itinerary, journey.

ruteos
It is the establishment of routes or paths to execute a defined activity and that is done with a certain regularity, like for
example the collection of the rubbish.

ruth
It is a name of Hebrew origin woman and means the faithful companion.  The name of a book of the Holy Bible, in the
old Testamemto.  Name of Moabite woman protagonist of a book of the Bible.  It is also a surname: Babe Ruth, was a
great baseball player.  It is also the name of a crater on the Moon and another on Venus.



ruth-
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin and means the faithful companion.  Name of a Book of the Holy Bible, in the
Ancient Testamemto .  Name of Moabite woman protagonist of a Book of the Bible.  It is also surname: Babe Ruth, was
a great baseball player.  It is also the name of a crater on the Moon and another on Venus.  Name of an asteroid 798. 

rutilante
It means that it excels, it shines.  Shimmering, dazzling, bright, shining, brilliant.

rutilar
It means emitting bright lights, flickering, shining.  It is synonymous with glowing, glowing, scintillating, sparkling, calling.

rutina
It means succession of facts or activities chained and repetitive every day.  An athlete's exercise following.  It is done
mechanically and without thinking.  Custom, use, use, tradition, practice, follow-up.

ruud
It is a male name of Dutch origin.  It is considered an abbreviation of the male name Rudolph (Rudolph in Spanish).  It
means appreciated, famous, prestigious.  Fearless warrior or thrown warrior.  Ruud Gullit was a great footballer from the
Netherlands.  It is also a surname of Norwegian origin.  Surname of a Norwegian professional tennis player named
Casper Ruud. 

rúaj
It is a term of Hebrew origin means breath (divine), breath, breeze, spirit, soul, breath. 

rúcula
It is one of the common names of a vegetable or leafy vegetable.  There are three different species: Eruca vesicaria ,
Diplotaxis tenuifolia and Diplotaxis muralis .  They belong to the brassicaceae family.  It is also often called arugula,
caterpillar, ruthete, arugula and jaramago. 

rúgula
It is one of the common names of a vegetable or leafy vegetable.  There are three different species: Eruca vesicaria ,
Diplotaxis tenuifolia and Diplotaxis muralis .  They belong to the brassicaceae family.  It is also often called arugula,
caterpillar, ruthete, arugula and jaramago. 

rwanda
It is the name of a small country in East Africa that is landlocked.  Its capital is Kigali.  It is called the country of a
thousand hills, because it is very mountainous or also like 2the mists of Africa". 

sa partido
The 40 Sturmabteilung, SA ) in Germany, literally Storm Detachment ( Storm detachment ) He worked as the original
paramilitary wing of the Nazi party.  It played a significant role in the rise of Adolf Hitler to power in the 1920s and 1930s.

saato
saato is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sato" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia and especially the Llanos
Orientales, used the term Sato, which means tailless, colimocho.



sabaco
It's one of the common names of a fish.  It is also called crossbow fish, sobaco, flint, pampo, shotgun.  It belongs to the
family Balistidae.  NC Balistes capriscus . 

sabacos
Plural of sobaco .  In Colombia it means armpit.  Armpits. 

sabagastera
It is the gentility of those born in the city of Sabagasta, Santiago del Estero, Argentina.  A deal, resident or related to
Sabagasta, Argentine city.

sabajón
It is a batter with egg, sugar and wine.  It is of Italian origin (zabaione, or Spanish sabayon or sambayon).  In Colombia
is a liqueur-based liquor that has beaten eggs, milk and sugar.  In Mexico it is known as eggnog, in Venezuela is punch
home and in United States as Eggnog.

sabal enano
It is one of the many species of Palmettos ( Palmettos ) or new world Palmiches.  They are characterized by fan-shaped
leaves and the leaflets attached more or less half.  The world of Palms is so large that they must be distributed in
families, subfamilies, tribes and subtribes.  Sabal is a very abundant genus of the family Arecaceae, subfamily
Coryphoideae, tribe Corypheae and the subtribe Sabalineae.  There are several species of dwarf Sabal, the best known
are Sabal minor, Sabal bermudana, Sabal mexicana, Sabal palmetto.  They are regularly between the southern United
States and Colombia.

sabalero
It means fisherman, who trades or consumes shad (it is a fish, scientific name Prochilodus lineatus of the family
Prochilodontidae ).  Nickname with which the fan, fan or follower of the Club Colón de Santa Fe is known in Argentina.

sabamingo
Colloquial way of referring to the weekend, to the conjunction of Saturday and Sunday.  Weekend recreational activities.

sabana
In Geography and Physiography it is a large expanse of flat terrain and devoid of much vegetation.  It only has
herbaceous, grasses and some very scattered trees.  Biome of scarce vegetal cover.  Plain, plan . 

sabana, sábana
They're two different words.  In Colombia, sheet is a piece of thin, rectangular fabric that is used to cover a mattress. 
Bedding element .  It can also be a multi-page document printed on continuous or roll paper.  Multi-page continuous
paper strip.  For its part, savannah is a topographical element that is characterized by being flat and of great extension
and usually devoid of vegetation.  Plain. 

sabancaya
Sabancaya, is an estratovolvano in the region of Arequipa in the Peru. It has a height of 5976 meters and its last
eruption was in 2003. In Quechua, its name means fire isolated language, or solitary.



sabandija
In Colombia it tells any animal small which is annoying and fastidious, generally insect, reptile, or frog.  Bug, animalejo,
Critter, bicharraco.  By extension annoying person, rogue, rogue, crook, ruin, ruffian.

sabaneta
Diminutive and derogatory savannah.  Small-extension sheet .  In Colombia it is the name of a municipality that belongs
to the Department of Antioquia.  It is the smallest municipality in Colombia and is conurbado with Envigado.

sabañones
Ringworm, athlete's foot. It is an infection that usually arises in the foot by proliferation of a fungus of the genus
Trichophyton. This thrives primarily by keep your feet with plastic and very closed footwear. The person who keeps wet
feet long, or that exudes much facilitates the presence of this fungus. The symptoms are much redness of the skin,
stinging and burning; The itching is quite annoying and touching and then not wash hands, can lead to the infection from
spreading to other parts of the body.

sabatino
It means relative to the Sabbath.  Religious service that takes place on a Saturday.  Which belongs to the Sabbath.  It is
also a surname of Italian origin.  Surname of an Italian footballer who plays for Fiorentina and whose name is Daniela
Sabatino.  Special program of restriction of vehicular circulation that takes place in Mexico City on Saturday.  Name of a
weekly. 

sabe
It is an inflection of knowing ( 41 knowledge;.  It means having knowledge.  Wisdom, knowledge, wisdom and erudition.
It is also an inflection of knowing or knowing that I ( 41 taste;.  It means to perceive the taste, detect the flavor.  Enjoy,
enjoy.

sabedor
It means knowledgeable, scholar, sage, expert.  Person who has a lot of knowledge. 

sabelkoi
It is a word of the Basque language meaning abdomen, belly.

sabelotodo
Who believes himself to be a scholar, a connoisseur, a wise man.  The term is used more to give pejorative treatment to
those who pretend to know much, more than they can really know.  Know-it-all. 

sabeo
It means relative to Saba, the ancient Kingdom of the Arabian Peninsula, Natural of Saba.  Some authors associate it
with present-day Yemen, Somalia, and Ethiopia. 

saber a chicharroneo
It is presage a hard time, sense that something bad is going to happen from one moment to another. Bad omen.
Suspicion, standstill, uneasiness.

saber a cuerno quemado



The locution " Know 34 blown Horn; It is similar to that we use in Colombia, " You already know me 34 Cacho;. Mean
already a topic has become annoying or unpleasant and that do not want to play again.

sabia
Sabia, is the name of a bird in Argentina, which is also called thrush or chalchalero.  Canora and insectivorous bird of
the South American Southern Cone.

sabido
Inflection of knowing, which means knowing, understanding, understanding, intuiting.  It means cococido, entendid,
understood, intuited. 

sabiduría
It is the set of knowledge, broad and deep, that is acquired through study, dedication and experience.  Condition and
quality of the wise or knowledgeable. 

sabija
In Sanskrit language and the practice of Yoga, it means with seed or objective, conscious meditation.  After something
with a purpose.

sabina
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also a latin woman's name.  It means it belongs to that tribe (the Sabines). 
Pre-Roman Italian tribe.  It is also a way to call a very aromatic tree and its fruits.  It's the tree known as cypress, enebra,
right? trabina, tarabina or trabino.  It belongs to the family Cupressaceae and its scientific name is Juniperus thurifera. 

sabine
Sabine is incorrectly written and it should be written as Sabine ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Sabine ( it is proper name ).  It is the French and feminine version of the name Sabino.  It is a name of Latin origin and
means belonging to the tribe of sabina.    ( The Sabines were one of the tribes that populated the pre-Roman Italy, next
to the Etruscans, latinos, ligurians and other 41 tribes;.

sabinero
Made with sabinas.  Concerning Sabina.  Type of chozón or aprisco made with limestone slits and sabina branches
albar by shepherds to lay the herds.  Sabina is a tree plant also known as cypress, enebra, ? trabina, tarabina or trabino.
 It belongs to the family Cupressaceae and its scientific name is Juniperus thurifera. It smells like sabina or cypress. 

sabiondo
A person who believes he knows all subjects, without really being one. 

sablazo
It means injury or blow with a sword.  In Colombia in a colloquial manner, it means asking a very big favor, usually a
loan of money.

sablear
It's the action of practicing sabre sport.  Fencing with sabers.  Espadrity.



sablero
A person who lives to giving sablazos.  Colloquially in Chile and Colombia, a person that constantly ask favors or loans
of money.  The term sablista is also used.

saborizada
It means that it has added an artificial flavor.  It usually refers to bottled water to which is added a small amount of a
flavoring.  Co flavor.

sabotaje
It means boycott, plot, conspiracy, obstruction.  Damage, alteration or destruction of something to affect an opposing
group or the enemy.  Intentional alteration of normal functioning. 

sabotear
It is intentionally altering or damaging the normal functioning of something, in order to affect an opposing group or the
enemy.  Conspiring, plotting, boycotting, obstructing. 

saboya
Name of a Department of France, of the Rhône-Alpes Region.  Name of a French territory, which was formerly a County
(Holy Roman Empire) and a Duchy.  Name of house or dynasty that ruled in this same territory.  Name of a Villa in
Argentina and Name of a railway station in Chile in the Araucanía Region. 

saboyana
It means native of Savoy, the region of Italy and France.  Saboyá, a town and municipality in the Boyacá Department,
Colombia. 

saboyano
It means native to or relative to Savoy, the region of the Italian and French Alps.  In Colombia, Saboyá, a municipality in
the boyacá department. 

saboyardo
It means that it is relative to Savoy or that it concerns Savoy.  Relative to an ancient European region in the Medieval
period, and that in the present is territory of Italy and France.  towards part of the Roman-Germanic Empire. 

saboyá
It is the name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Boyacá.  It belongs to the Province of
Occidente.  Name of an indigenous cacique who lived in that same region.  He became well known or popular for Jorge
Veloza's Carranguera music song "La Cucharita". 

sabrosona
It means it tastes, it's spicy, cheerful.  She dances very well.  By extension, attractive or sensual woman.

sabueso
In Colombia is synonymous with dog, dogo, can.  Dog very skilled to snoop around and follow a trail, especially in the
hunt. It is also police, investigator, detective, Hunter, Marauder.



sacagancho
It is an element of office with metal teeth, used for removing hooks or clips of a file of leaves.  Unclip.

sacagrapas
It is an apparatus or office utensil that serves to remove staples or hooks from the files of papers (to avoid doing it with
the nails or that the folios break).  In Colombia, the term sacaganchos is more widely used. 

sacais
It is a turning out. It means remove, remove, remove, deduce, exhume, subtract, eject, reveal.

sacar de las casillas
out of the boxes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Get out of their boxes." being its meaning:<br>It is
usually said " out of their boxes ". Means to bother or disturb so much to a person who is " leave their unvarying "   ( that
means the same ) that it ceases to behave as it is it common, altering it, irritating it. Usually used with people who are
Plumb, calm and peaceful and that the irritated loses his composure and his calm.

sacar de quicio algo
It means to irritate, to be furious, to enrage, to anger, to disturb, to anger, to anger, to exasperate.  Make someone lose
their temper or control.  It's literally pulling out of a frame or out of control.

sacar el pecho
Remove chest is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Remove chest." being its meaning:<br>Remove chest
means autoadularse, insist that a single achievement was obtained by own merit, boast, boast, boast, boast is. Vain
one, believed. Remove single breast denotes that they will drive the pectoral muscle forward.

sacayanes
Plural of sacayán.  It is a type of smaller boat used in the Philippines.  It's got a flat background.  They also call him
sicayán.  It is also one of the names given to an indigenous people from northern Argentina, also called Daguitas,
Diaguitas, Calchaquíes or Cacanes. 

sacayán
It is a type of smaller boat used in the Philippines.  It has a flat background.  They also call him sicayan.  It is also a
surname of indigenous origin in Argentina (Daguita or Cacán).  Last name of a leader of human rights and the
transvestite community in Argentina, named Amancay Diana Sacayan.  She was killed and her crime was first regarded
as a transvestite or a crime of hateful gender identity.

sacha
It is considered variant and Castilianization of Sasha.  It is a name of Greek origin that means the protector or protector. 
It is used interchangeably by men and women.  It is considered a variant of Alexander (a).   It is also a cosmetics brand
in Colombia. 

sachapera
It is the name of an Argentine folk song composed by Saúl Belindo Carabajal, better known as Cuti Carabajal who
perform Los Manseros Santiagueños.  Sachapera is a wild fruit resembling a pear and is very sweet.



saciado
It means full, full, full, satisfied, I ahíto.  Fed up, filled, empalagado, indigestion.  It is an inflection Sate does fill, fill, fulfill,
Gorge, saturate, cloying is, prevent it.

saciante
It means that it satises, that it calms the cravings or the desires.  Which fills, which produces satiety, which fills, which
satisfies.  That there, that produces fed up. 

saciarte
It is an inflection of satiate.  It means satisfy, fill, fill, eating too much, colmar, saturate.

saco
In Colombia is synonymous with bulk, bundle, bag, sack, backpack.  It is a garment usually wool or cloth that men wear
on top of the shirt and the women on top of the blouse.  It covers the upper part of the body.  American, jacket and diver.
 It is also a turning out.  It means remove, remove, remove, subtract, achieve, achieve.

saco vitelino
It is the name given to the sac that contains the vellum or set of nutrients and oxygen that guarantee the nutrition and
proper development of an embryo. 

sacona
It is a hallucinogenic drug, which indigenous people use to summon spirits or enter trance.  Hallucinogen used in
indigenous rituals.  Yopo, yopa, cohoba. 

sacrálico
It means relative to the sacred, sacred.  Sacred , holy . 

sacre
In French language means sacred.  It is a word of Arabic origin meaning falcon.  In Artillery, it was a type of weapon that
was a quarter of a soap opera and fired bullets weighing about 5 pounds.  It's also a way to call a thief or a crook. 
Person who steals, steals, sweets, poo.  Name given to a type of large falcon, used in falconry.  It belongs to the
Falconidae family and its scientific name is Falco cherrug .

sacrilidad
The sacrilidad refers to the multiple rites, prayers, fetishes and sacrifices that perform different cultures to obtain better
results in their farms, and crops.

sacristán
Person who works in the sacristy.  A person whose office is to assist in the cleaning and organization of sacred or
religious objects in a church.  person who arranges the altar, touches the campaigns and takes care of the religious
ornaments in the sacristy. 

sacro
It means sacred, overnatural, divine.  Relative to God.  Also in Anatomy, it is the name of a shield-shaped or triangular
bone that is located at the end of the lumbar vertebrae.  It is connected to the pelvis. 



sacros
It means sacred, divine, holy.  It means consecrated, blessed, venerable. 

sacrosanta
He has the qualities of sacred and holy.  It has the double connotation of saint and sacred.  That he is consecrated to a
divinity or a saint.  He deserves great respect and appreciation.  In some occasions it is used burlesquely or with irony or
with a snitch.

sacular
In medicine is a kind of aneurysm that sits in the large arteries of the base of the skull a little before the estate of Willis.  I
concur with the definition of FEDE.

sacumana
It is another of the many common names that receive from the indigenous tribes the palm of seje , For them it is very
important because it produces an oil necessary for its food and for medicinal use, especially in respiratory problems
such as asthma, severe bronchitis or tuberculosis (I have been able to prove that it is very effective ).  Other indigenous
names are chapil, ungurahui, seje , patabá, numuñú, cosa, petowe, patahuá, cuuruhú , avecohañu , kumbú , aricaguá
isan.  Its scientific name is Oenocarpus bataua and belongs to the family Arecaceae.

sacumba
The correct term is macumba.  It is a bantu language word.  It means ritual, worship of a deity.  Cults in which mixing
ritual, dance, fire, sacrifice and sorcery.  In several countries have as macumba all ritual performed by
African-Americans.  In Colombia macumba means lying, deception, wagon, straw, false promises, chicuca.

saday
It means God of Abundance.  In Hebrew it can mean breast, breast, mountain, abundance.  It is a woman's name of
Biblical origin and means divine. 

sadez
It is the name of an anime character, which has the function of hunting demons. 

sadismo
It is a perversion, which is characterized by achieving sexual arousal with the suffering of others.  Acts of cruelty to attain
arousal. 

saduceo
It means he doesn't believe in immortality or the resurrection.  Descendants of Sadoq or Zadok (High Priest in
Solomon's time.  Sadoq was the son of Aaron).  They were also known as Zadoquitas or Zadokitas.  The word could be
assimilated to "righteous", "straight".

saeta
It means sharp, arrow, DART, needle, minute hand, second hand and hand.   It is also used as an adjective to denote
that it is fast, fast.

saetero



That throws or shoots arrows ( arrows ). 

saeteros
Soldiers who are armed with arrows or arrows. 

saetillia
A saetilla is also used.  Compass needle showing Magnetic North.  Copla that is sung and repeated in the processions. 
Clockwise .  Minute hand, seconds hand.  Thin and pointed.  Very thin and long cross.  Saetillia Carmelitana (cross of
the Carmelites). 

safarse
Nominative of zafar .  The correct term is to get out, with z.  It means letting go, getting out, disenging.  Let go of a
mooring or someone holding you.  It may also indicate excuse, release or get rid of an obligation, commitment or
annoyance.  In Medicine you may want to say dislote, disloy yourself a bone. 

safer
In Colombia it is the name of an antioqueña company dedicated to the production of agrobiological, represented mostly
in biofertilizers and accelerators of the decomposition of organic matter.

safistica
safistica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Safistica" as meaning:<br>Related with Sappho's 40 Mytilene;
Greek poet ) or Sappho of Lesvos. A program that aims to train young women in delicate, very feminine and spiritual
way to adulthood or marriage. It is also used as a synonym for lesbianism. Love between women.

safo
The Colombia means loose, loose, unleashed,

safrico
The correct term is sapheric, with tilde.  It means reckless, risky, thoughtless, unwary, snatched.  It says things you
shouldn't when it's not required.  He speaks without thinking.

saga
It is a type of narrative of a familiar nature and that covers several generations. 

sagalilo
The right thing is Lilo Saga or Saga Lilo and Stitch. It is a series of animated films of Walt Disney. The character is Lilo a
girl from a family orphan of Hawai.Por elsewhere if the question is for Zagalillo, this is a boy, apprentice of pastor. Pastor
young and immature.

saggy
It is a word from the English language that means fallen (or ), pendant, flaccid (or ).  That hangs . 

sagita
It is also called an arrow.  In a circle, it is the line that joins the midpoint of an arc , with the straight line that cuts its



ends.  It is a term used in geometry.  The word is of Latin origin and means arrow. 

sagitario
In Astrology it is the ninth sign of the Zodiac.  It belongs to the element fire and is ruled by Jupiter.  In Astrology it is the
name of a Constellation.  It is also called Archer. 

sagittaria
It means like an arrow.  It refers to are plants that have leaves in appearance of arrows.  It is a genus of plants in the
family Alismataceae.

sagno
Swiss location.  Sagno is a former municipality in the district of Mendrisio in the canton of Ticino in Switzerland.  It is
currently an integral part of the new municipality of Breggia.

sagra
It is one of the common names of a foraging shrub of the family Quenopodicaeae (or Chenopodiaceae).  It receives
other common names such as orzaga, armuelle, alimo, salgada, salgadera, salado, saladoblanco.  Its scientific name is
Atriplex halimus.  Name of a Spanish municipality of the Province of Alicante .  

sagrario
Part of the church where relics, sacred objects or the sacramented Christ are kept.  Upper part of the altar where the
copon is kept with consecrated hosts.  Name of woman of Latin origin, means sacred place, chapel, sanctuary, holy
place.  It is also used in some cases as a male name. 

saguaipé
It is the name of a flatworm, which resides in swampy areas.  It is a parasite of cattle, especially wool.  It is also known
as duela, saguaypé or fasciola hepática. 

saguaypé
It is a parasite also known as liver beret or hepatic fasciola.  It affects cattle, sheep and pigs.  The word is of Guarani
origin and means flat worm.  This parasite is also called liver butterfly, liver slug.

sagú
It is one of the common names of a plant's edible seeds.  also referred to as achera achuru, burdock, papantla,
canacoro, maraca, achira, achuy, capacho, biri, cucuyus, juquian, chisgua, risgua.  Its scientific name is Canna indica
and belongs to the family Cannaceae.  Name of a flour that is extracted from the same seed.

sagúes
The saguès are the same moriches.  Palm trees that make up a morichal.  They are native to South America.

sahi
In computing Sahi is a test automation tool, for web applications.

sahila



It is a name of Indian origin woman.  Sahila Chadha, is the name of an actress of Indian origin.  There is also a similar
woman, Sahily's name and is of variant Hebrew origin of Sarah means Princess.

sahiry
Sahily and Sahiry are names of Hebrew origin and means Princess.  It is a deformation of the original, which is the first
was second.

sahumadora
It makes sahumerios.  It may refer to the person or the container where the sahumerios are made, in the same way to
the products or resins with which it is made.  It produces pleasant smell fumes.  Balsamic.

sahumerio
Cleaning with aromatized fumes.  It means incense, pleasant smell smoke, balm.  Items or products that are used to
sahumar, perfume .

sahuri
It is a male name of Hindu origin.  It means of great heart, loving, loving, kind.  It also means sturdy, strong, powerful. 
Sahury Variants, Sauri. 

sai
In Colombia it was a dependency of the former TELECOM, which provided international or long-distance calling, in rural
areas and far-apart sites.  It was the acronym for International Automatic Service.  Due to the appearance of cell phones
and the disappearance of TELECOM, it no longer exists, although they are preserved with the name in some sites
secluded from Arauca and Casanare.

said
It is a male name of Arabic origin.  It means happy or also Great Lord.  In English is a word that means said (passed
from say -say-).

sailama rrama qui
It is an expression of praise in Hindi.  It is used during Yoga exercises.  They invoke the forces of nature.

sailh
Model SAIL ( Scattering by Arbitrarily Inclined Leaves - scattering by arbitrarily inclined leaves ) It is a model used in
forestry and is used to make measurements of plantations and vegetation characteristics. The addition of the Hotspot
effect determined the appearance of variant SAILH.

saja
It's a scorpion of sajar.  It means cutting the meat into mu thin slices.  It is also valid for making thin cuts to fish so that it
cooks well.  In Spain it is the name of a river of autonomous Community of Cantabria.

sajal
In Colombia it is a flooded land where the sajo tree abounds.  Slywood forest.  Sajo is a woody tree in the family
Camnospermaceae.  Its scientific name is Campnosperma panamense and is also known in Colombia as orin, oré, orey,
vaquerá.



sajar
In Colombia it is to cut meat or fish into thin slices.  Cut into slices.

sajo
It is a slashing of sajar, which means cutting, slashing, trimming meat or fish into thin stripes or slices.  In Colombia,
sajo, is also the name of a woody tree.  We also know him as i prayed, orey.  or will shed.  Its scientific name is
Campnosperma panamense.  It belongs to the family Anacardiaceae.  It grows in flood zones.

sajonia
Saxony is incorrectly written and it should be written as Saxony ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Saxony; own name ).  It means land of the Saxons.  Initially it was the name of a Duchy which covered much
of the North of the German territory.  Saxony is currently the name of a State of Germany, who curiously was not part of
the Duchy and whose roots are in the Weimar Republic.  Dresden is the capital of Saxony.

sajón
It means a native of Saxony, who was born in Saxony or related to it.  German, German, Teuton.

sakaki
It is the name in Japanese of Cleyera japonica of Pentaphylax family tree.  It is a flowering evergreen tree.  It is very
similar to Camellia flower or flower of cherry trees (pentapetalas, of 5 petals) and is used in Shinto rituals.  It is believed
by practitioners of Shinto they reside the kima.  Along with the Hinoki are considered sacred and its literal translation
means "evergreen tree" or "tree that always blooms".  He is considered a symbol of prosperity.  They are from the same
family of el Trompillo. Sakaki is a Japanese surname.  Shota Sakaki is a soccer player, Japanese, of the Tochigi Soccer
Club and Yuya Sakaki is the name of an anime characterized by a student.

sakea
sakeâ is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Loot" being its meaning:<br>The correct way is to loot. It is an
inflection of plunder. It means Rob, Rob, steal, scavenge, assault, preying, empty.

sakesphorus
He wears a shield on his chest, he has a patch on his chest.  It was the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family
Thamnophilidae.  They are typical of South America and we know them as battalions, crashes or anthills.  This name is
outdated, as the term Thamnophilus is now used more (this means that it loves shrubs or stubble).

sala
Salr inflection, which means adding or applying salt to a food.  Surname of Spanish origin.  It is a part of the house
where visitors are received and whose main furniture is chairs, armchairs or sofas.  Entrance hall, receipt . 

salaces
It is the plural of salaz.  It means lewd, lustful, in heat, concupiscentes, lusty, touch.

salacuna
In Colombia it is a type of shelter for babies.  Specialized place where they take care of babies of working women. 
Kindergarten. 



saladero
In Geography of Colombia it is the name of a knife in the Municipality of Guasca, Department of Cundinamarca.  A
house or place used to salt meat or fish.  In Uruguay and Argentina, it is a manufacturing establishment destined to
produce salted and dried meat known as tasajo or charque.  Place where meat is salted. 

saladillenses
It is the name of the people of Saladillo.  It is the name of a municipality and a party in Buenos Aires province, Argentina.

saladita
It means it has salt.  Salty diminutive. 

salado
It means with excess salt, with a lot of salt.  It also means that he is pursued by bad luck, who suffers the effects of a
spell or witchcraft.  Unhappy, unfortunate, haunted, bewitched. 

salafista
Who practices salafism.  A person belonging to a totalitarian radical Islamist movement of Sunni origin, which emerged
in Arabia in the early 19th century.  Defend the traditions of salaf, strict obedience to the Qur'aan and other sacred
scriptures.  It's ultra-conservative. 

salah
It is a surname of Arabic origin.  Surname of Egyptian footballer who plays for Liverpool of England.  His full name is
Mohamed Salah Hamed Mahrous Ghaly, better known as Mohamed Salah.  The word in Arabic means prayer, homage,
reverence, prayer, or worship. 

salam malecum
" as salaam auleikum, pronounced as malecum salam, the traditional greeting in the Arab world and means that Allah is
with you.

salamanca
Salamanca is incorrectly written and should be written as "Salamanca ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Salamanca.  Salamanca is a Spanish city. It is a surname of Spanish origin.

salame
Salame means sausage, sausage, sausage and salami.  In Colombia is a surname of families of Palestinian origin. 
Doctor Antonio Aljure Salame, my boss was a long time.

salamero
The correct term is fawning, which means he likes to speak with blandishments or flattery.  Fawning, sycophantic,
Smarmy, pelotillero.  Howell could refer to that used to make salami or salami (Italian sausage).

salami
It is the name of an Italian sausage made with variety of seasoned meats (predominate beef and pork), which are
subsequently smoked and cured in the air.  It means saltsausage, in Italian.  There are about 40 varieties of salami.  It is
also called salami.  They are very seasoned with garlic.  There are variants of salami in Hungary and Germany but they



do not have garlic.

salamis
A genus of Lepidoptera don is large and very colorful butterflies.  They are the Nynphalidae family.  Originating in or
relating to Salamina ( Greece, city been and towns of Colombia ).  Salamis is also a misuse of salami, plural as singular
in Italian is plural salami and salami: sausage ground meat of pork and beef, garlic.  The salami like sausage.

salar
Place where salt abounds.  Saltpeter, saltpeter, saline.  Name of a Spanish municipality, of the Comarca de Loja ,
Province of Granada ( Andalusia ).  Name of a town in India, in West Bengal.  Name of an ethnicity of China.  Name of a
suburb and a locality in Tashkent, Uzbekistan.  Action of preserving food by applying salt (salting).  Action of seasoning
with salt.  In Colombia, wishing bad luck.  Make curses to end the good luck of another. 

salary
It is a word that in The English language means salary.  Synonymous wage . 

salchichas
Outside of being a very popular sausage, it is also a breed canine that by a genetic mutation called bassetism, have the
shortest legs.  The race also receives the names of Teckel or Dachshund.

saldaño
Both Saldaño and Saldaña are surnames of Spanish origin.  Last name of an Argentine footballer who played in Boca,
his full name is José Luis Saldaño and officiated as a striker.  In addition to Boca, he also played in Belgrano, Rosario
Central, Colón and Huracán.  He was World Club Champion with Boca in 1978.  He died two years ago.

saldrá
It is a turning out.  You want to say that it will run will go, he will depart, will turn away, he will leave, leave, it will be
released, escape, it will emerge, sprout, arise, emanate, come, overflow, overflow, removed.

salem
It is the name of a city in Essex County, Massachusetts, United States.  It is called "The City of Witches".  Salem is also
a woman's name of Arab origin and means Placid, Quiet and Peaceful.  Variant : Salma .  There is also an equal Arabic
surname.  There is also this name in Hebrew and it means Peace, Justice, Perfect, Complete."  Name of Sabrina's cat,
the teenage witch.  Name of an American singer named Salem Ilese. 

saleno
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Delia Saleno, is the President of EMVETIB (veterinary entrepreneurs of Balearic
Islands) and of CEVE (Confederación Empresarial de Veterinarios Españoles).  Saleno, is also the name of a town in
Angola.

salentino
In Colombia it is the adjective used for those who are natives of the Municipality of Salento, in the Department of
Quindio.  Concerning Salento . 

salernitana



It means they are from Salerno, the city and the Province of southern Italy. 

salero
In Spain, it means grace, donaire, panache, style and sympathy.  In Colombia is a small bowl of kitchen or dining room
that contains salt.

salesiano
Relative to Sales, a castle of Thorens-Glières, Duchy of Savoy.  Name given to religious who belongs to the
congregation of St. Francis de Sales, which was founded by St. John Bosco.  Name of the School in Ibagué (also exists
in other cities of Colombia). 

salgado
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Inflection of exit .  It means giving salt to the cattle.  It is also one of the common
names of a foraging shrub in the family Quenopodicaeae (or Chenopodiaceae).  It receives other common names such
as orzaga, armuelle, alimo, salgada, marismo, salgadera, sagra, salty, white-white.  Its scientific name is Atriplex
halimus. 

salgar
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It means giving salt to the cattle.  Name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the
Department of Antioquia. 

salgareños
It is the adjective for people born or living in the municipality of Salgar Department of Antioquia in Colombia.

salguero
Site intended to leave i.e. give salt to livestock.  salt shaker.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  It is dedicated to
salting or giving salt to livestock. 

sali
It is one of the forms of a woman's name of Hebrew origin, Sara or Sarah.  There are the sal, sally, Salli or Sali variants. 
It means princess.  In Bogota it is the name of a child protection foundation.

saliba
It is the surname of a footballer of French origin.  His full name is William Alain André Gabriel Saliba .  He currently plays
for Arsenal in the Premier League, England.  He is 22 years old. 

salicio
salicio is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Salicio; Name own )"being its meaning:<br>Character of the
first Eclogue of Garcilazo de la Vega, represented in a pastor who lost his wife.

salicílico
It means that it comes from or is extracted from the Salix or willow.  It is the name of an acid that is produced or
extracted from a resin of the willows (Trees of the genus Salix and belonging to the family Salicaceae ).  It is used as an
essential drug.



salicor
It is one of the terms used for tumbleweeds.  They are of several different species.  Also do you want to be called
Russian thistle? , plant or rolling shrub? o tumbleweed, also barrel, abarrilla, capitana, salicornio, steppecker, rodapaja,
straw ball or pebble.  They are plants that, when dried, form balls and roll with the wind dispersing their seeds.  It means
that it spreads vegetation over a steppe or flat sandy terrain. 

salida de sol
It is the definition of dawn.  East.

saliencia
It is the ability that people have to select among many stimuli the thoughts that interest them most and discard or ignore
those that do not.  Ability to concentrate on the topics that interest us. 

salina
Place where salt abounds.  Salt mine.  Salt.  That tastes like salt, salty.  Relating to salt.  Name of a municipality in
Casanare, Colombia. 

salinan
It's the name of a Media California ecnia.  They sit near the Salinas River Valley.  You mean Salinas.  It is also called the
language they speak.  They're basically hunters and gatherers. 

salinas
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a Spanish town in the province of Alicante.  Plural of
salina, where it produces or extracts salt.  The name of a mining concession that manages the Salinas de Manaure, in
the Department of Guajira.

saline
It is a word of the English language which means salt, salt, salt, which has salt.

salinidad
It is one of the parameters that is measured in a water or soil analysis.  It basically aims to measure the salt content of
the sample.  The amount of salt found in a water or soil sample.  Contents of salts .  Amount of salt . 

salir de paso
" Muddle through " It is an expression used in Colombia to denote that something is " Not to leave " , without care,
without in-depth analysis.  Hastily.

salir del cascarón
It is a popular expression that denotes that a person is giving his beginnings to an activity of which he does not yet have
much experience and of which it is presumed he has the basic knowledge.  Rookie, apprentice.  It can also mean
acquiring independence.  You will begin to gain experience.  Process to be an expert.  It becomes simile with the fact of
birth of a chick when it is born breaking the shell. 

salir del paso
The phrase " leave the step " It is used in Colombia to say makes something to fulfill a commitment, neither delicacy is



made without care. No time to go into detail. without explanations. Desire, hurry, harassed.

salir franco
In military terms it is a Permit or license given to those who provide mandatory military service.  It is granted as a rest
and is used to visit the family.  It is used as a prize for good behavior.

salirse del cascarón
It is a phrase used in Colombia to define the right time to leave the protection of the parental home and begin an
independent life. Weaning. Time for independence.

salirse por la tangente
In Colombia it is a popular expression that means evading or changing the subject.  Ignore what you are being told or
asked.  Avoid a response by changing the subject.

salitre
nitrate is incorrectly written and it should be written as saltpeter (own name).  being its meaning: in Colombia Salitre is a
neighborhood of Bogotá.  Salitre (proper name).  It means that it contains salt, which is a salt.  In Bogota, is a
neighborhood and a sector of the city.  It is also the name of a metropolitan park.  In chemistry is a mix of salts (sodium
nitrate and potassium nitrate).  Salar.

salitroso
It means that it is salty, containing saltpeter.  A class of soil containing saltpeter or potassium nitrate. 

salma
Salma is a name of Arab origin which means placida, quiet woman, quiet, peaceful.

salmantina
To say that it is of Salamanca.  Native or native of Salamanca in Spain (both in the province and the city).  Also related
to Salamanca (universidad).

salmo
Psalm is a song of praise to God, psaltery.  Sentences or phrases of praise to God proclaimed by the officiating with
responses of the faithful.  Religious song, accompanied by stringed instrument.  Press the strings of a lyre or harp.  In
biology is a genus of fish in the family Salmonidae that belong to the trout and salmon.  Pink meat fish.

salmodio
Song monotonous and without grace given by religious and parishioners to praise God. It is typical of many religions
such as Christians, Jews or Muslims. The songs are usually Psalms or verses from the Torah and the Koran. RELIGION
Salmear, sing or pray Psalms or praises to God.

salmon
No tilde Salmon, is the surname of an ornithologist and English botanist named Charles Edgar Salmon.  There was also
an Irish mathematician with that surname, called George Salmon.  It is the name of a submarine of the U.S. Navy
SS-182.  It is the name of a city in the State of Idaho in the United States and also a river.  The correct term is salmon,
with tilde in Spanish.  It is the common name of a migratory fish of the Salmonidae family.  Its scientific name is Salmo



salar; or Salmo salar sebago.  It is also a color that is equivalent to the pink orange.  It is also a Spanish surname. 
Jesús Salmón is a Spanish athlete.

salmonicultura
It is the breeding of salmon in ponds or in floating nets (family Salmonidae).  They must necessarily have stages in salt
water or seawater and in fresh water, as they are anadrome fish.  It is done in Chile and Argentina mainly, 

salmorejo
It is the name of a typical and common dish in the city of Cordoba, (Autonomous Community of Andalusia, in Spain).  It
consists of a thick soup or cream prepared with breadcrumbs, garlic, olive oil, salt, and tomatoes.  It is also the name of
a sauce used in typical dishes of the Canary Islands. 

salmorreta
Samorreta is also used.  It is a type of typical Alicante sauce.  There are several accepted recipes and it is the one that
gives flavor to the paella.  Usually .  it is prepared with ñora, tomato, olive oil, garlic.  parsley and lemon juice. 

salmuera
It is very salty water.  Salt-saturated water.  Water with high concentration of salts.  It is used to dehydrate food and for
the preservation of some salted fish, fish or meat. 

salobr salubre
I think that they ask for brackish and safe.  Brackish means it contains some salt.  That has a slight taste to salt.  It refers
to the waters of marshes where there is Exchange of freshwater and saltwater.  Safe, it is relative to the health and
means that it is an area of good health conditions.

salobral
Site where abundant brackish water.  Marsh, mangrove.  Mix of sweet and salty waters.

saloma
It's a kind of pitiful singing that sailors pronounce.  Falset edge, in sharp, elongated and vibrato tones.  Special singing
that Panamanian backing vocalists do in tropical songs.  Choir with impossed voice.

salomé
The correct term is Salome.  It is a name of Hebrew origin woman means having peace

salonero
Place where the rooms are located.  The halls are blocks of capybara meat impregnated with salt to preserve it.  People
who serve customers in a tea salon or adorning the ballrooms.

salope
It is a word of French language meaning prostitute, whore.

salón
Colombia is a large room, it is also a classroom.  Enclosure, local, living class.  In the eastern plains of Colombia is a



large dam, boneless and salted capybara.  Colombia also says living room to a business where do haircuts, manicure
and beauty treatments or sites where they sell tea or snack.

salpicadura
In Colombia it is synonymous with chorrion, chilguete, spot produced by the jump over something of a small amount of
clay, paint or dye.  spot small, spark.  chispion.

salpicón
In Colombia is a very common drink made with chopped fruit into cubes and sometimes a little water or soda.  In
Colombia spatter also means mixture, mixture, scrambled eggs.  Stain, chorrion, splash.

salpingectomia
In Medicine is the name of a surgical intervention in which a woman has her fallopian tubes removed.  It can be
unilateral or bilateral.  The consequence is infertility. 

salpingectomía
It is a medical term used to designate the removal of one or both fallopian tubes in a woman. 

salpornis
It means trumpet bird.  He plays the trumpet.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Certhiidae.  They
are known as hagaters and are found only in Africa and India.  They have a long, curved bill.

salpreso
It means salty, preserved with salt.  Impregnated with salt to dry and preserve.

salpullido
It means bud on the skin.  Skin rash that is usually temporary.  It is used in this way in Colombia and some Caribbean
countries, in others it is said rash, as for example in Spain.  Itching, scratching, eczema dermatitis.  Set of welts that
reflect a skin problem. 

salsa brava
It's the same as hot sauce or chili sauce.  It's a very spicy kind of sauce.   In the Colombian musical atmosphere and
especially the Pacific it is a very sound and very frenetic dance sauce.

salsas
In Colombia, plural of salsa .  It means high,notaving, bold, reckless, brave, determined.

salsera
Person passionate about salsa container where are saved or have sauces, dancers.  Title given to Cali Salsa Capital of
the world.  It means rumbera, partying, gladly, that has great flavor.  With salt, light-hearted, funny, flirtatious.

salsita
In Colombia it means conceited, bold, flat, troublemaker.  Diminutive of sauce.



salsoteca
In a set of musical works of the salsa genre.  Salsa music collection.  It can also be a type of establishment where they
only play salsa music. 

salsódromo
At the Cali Fair is a special event in which the city's salsa schools compete.  It is done on Avenida Roosvelt de Cali.  The
dancers of the popular classes are given priority and prominence and was created with the intention of partly replacing
the privileged class cavalcade as an inaugural event.

salta
It's a jump inflection.  It means jumping.  In Argentina it is the name of a Province and a City.  They also exist in
Bangladesh and England, two villages under the name of Salta.  Jump is also the name of a typical Yemeni dish.

saltapeicos
saltapeicos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Saltapericos." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
saltapericos.  It means unstable, indecisive, fearful, erratic person.  It is also a firework that when turned on it has no
fixed direction and scares everyone.  In Colombia we say buscaniguas.

saltapericos
It is one of the common names of the indigenous.  In Colombia we say indigenous or cucuyus in a class of insects
bioluminescent beetles, which produce light as fireflies.  they belong to the family Elateridae.  They are also called bugs,
saltapericos, cocubanos, taca-tacas, copechis, achones, carbuncos.  They belong to the genus Pyrophorus and the
scientific name for the most common species is Pyrophorus noctilucus.

saltar a la yugular
It is more used to "jump to the jugular".  It means attacking with everything, decisively and with the intention of ending
the contest immediately.  It is a simile, used in Colombia, to indicate that it will try not to give the opponent a chance to
defend themselves or that their defense is ineffective.  Accuse with sufficient and forceful arguments.   Overcome in a
short time (it is assumed, that in the jungle, the fiercest animals attack their victims by the neck, in order to tear the
jugular : the victim dies in a short time).

saltarines
Plural of Manakin.  People who give or run jumps, circus artists.  In Colombia name of some bars Bravas of football
teams.  Barra Brava de Santa Fe.

saltator
Saltator is a Latin term meaning jumper, dancer, dancer.  They make leaps.  In Ornithology, it is the name of a genus of
birds belonging to the family Thraupidae.  In Colombia they are known as jumpers.  jumpers, dancers, dancers.  They
are also called pepiteros or milkiers.

salteador
It means robber, person that offenders robbing travelers on the road.  Bandit, thief, robber, delinquent.

saltibanqui
Person doing street performances.  It may be the puppeteer, kite, jumping, conjurer, mimo, or simply gymnast
(pulseador).



salto
It means caper, leap, Pirouette, acrobatics, boat.  It can also mean waterfall, Cliff, Cliff, Cliff, waterfall.  Act of locomotion
in which a being is moved by air, separating the feet or legs of the soil.  It is the name of a municipality and a
Department in Uruguay.  Name of athletic practices (long, high, triple), swimming and a modality in equestrian.

salto de agua
It is the definition in Spanish of cascade, waterfall.

salto de la garrocha
It is a modality of athletics, which consists of performing a high jump, driven by a long rod, which is called garrocha or
pole vault. 

saltos
It can mean jumping.  Branch of the swimming that involves jumping from a trampoline.  It is also plural of jump and it
can mean fall of water, waterfall.

salud
State in which a living organism can perform all its functions normally.  Absence of disease or infirmity.  Name of Latin
origin woman.  Word that incites to provide.

salud física
Mental health and physical health are different.  Mental health refers to the psychological aspect of the human being. 
Physical health makes reference to the athletic aspect of the State of their muscles, organs, and systems and its perfect
operation.  The two complement each other.  Disease-free status.  Physical wellbeing.

saludos
It is a colloquial but formal way of Colombians to greet or say goodbye, though it is most used to dismiss it.  To say
greetings to all your loved ones, indicating much familiarity or friendly respect.  We also say greetings.

salurista
It is the title given to those who study Professional Technique in Occupational Health.  Occupational Health Expert.

salvadoreñas
It may refer to women born in El Salvador, the Central American country or some things related to that country. 

salvajada
Very ruinous and very violent action of a person, wild action, the work of a savage.  Brutality, barbarity, atrocity,
bestiality, cruel, bloodthirsty, violent.

salvajemente
It is an adverb in a way. I mean brutally, fiercely. barbarically, bestially, cruelly, sanguinariamente, excessively, rudely.
how ruthless and merciless attack.

salvajez



The knightz is a defect that shows a person with very primitive features and restricted to behave like a beast, an animal. 
A person who acts as an animal and has no social behavior.

salvatore
Italian version of the male name Salvador.  It means "He who came to save men" and is of Latin origin.  

salvia
It means heals.  It is the name of many plants mostly with medicinal uses.  It is also the name of a genus of plants that
belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  There are about 900 different species which make it the most numerous genus.

salvio
It can be the name of a plant.  Sage plant.  It is also used as a male name of Latin origin, which means healthy.  It is
also a surname of that same origin.  Last name of an Argentine footballer who plays for Boca.  Its full name is Eduardo
Antonio Salvio .  It is also used as an apocope of the name Of Savior or Salvatore.

salvífica
It means that it is relative to Salvation, which belongs to Salvation.  Work or path to Salvation.

salzburgo
It means castle, city or town of salt.  Name of a city in Austria .  Name of one of the nine Länder of Austria .  Name of an
asteroid (6442). 

samanes
Samanes is the plural of Saman.  Saman is a large, evergreen foliage and good wood tree.  He receives other names
common as campano, cenizaro, ashtray, samanea, tamarind.  Its scientific name is Samanea saman and belongs to the
Fabaceae family.  It is warm climate.

samanta
It is a woman's name of Aramaic and biblical origin.  It means the one who knows how to listen, the one who listens.  It
has as variants Samantha and Samanda.

samario
It means that he is originally from Santa Marta (Colombia).  It is also native to Samaria, the mountainous region of
Palestine (Asia).  In chemistry it is the name of a metallic element of the Rare Earth group.  It has atomic number 62 and
the chemical symbol is sm.  It is used in electronics. 

samba
In Brazil, is the name of a dance and a musical rhythm of lively African origin.  It is different to the zamba, which is a folk
dance and a musical rhythm typical of the North of argentina.

sambo
It is a combat or contact sport.  The term is of Russian origin and means unarmed self-defense.  It's a Russian variant of
the fight.



sambrote
Revolt, disorder.  It is a term used in Costa Rica.  Hubbuy, chaos, confusion.  A set of scrambled and messy objects. 
Messy mix. 

sambumbia
It means hash.  Things or meals reduced to very small pieces.  Crumbs, crumbs.  In Cuba it is juice or drink tasteless,
watery (with excess water).

samio
It means originating from Samos, one of the Sparad islands of Greece.  It is also a male name. 

samosa
In Gastronomy it is the name of a empanadilla or stuffed pastry, usually fried or baked.  Type of Hindu appetizer.  It has
origins in India, Skri Lanka and Tamil.  They are usually filled with meat, onion, carrot, chopped potatoes, lentils or peas.
 There are various shapes: conical, triangular and crescent-shaped. 

sampa
Name of a forage shrub in Argentina.  It is also called zampa.  Its scientific name is Atriplex lampa and it belongs to the
Amaranthaceae family.  It grows in poor and arid soils. 

sampán
Traditional type of Chinese river boat.  It is flat-bottomed and has an oar in bow and sail.  It is often used as a floating
dwelling. 

sampedrinos
Celebrations that are held in the departments of Tolima and Huila in Colombia as a patron saint of San Pedro and San
Pablo.  Relative to San Pedro.

sampler
It is the name of an electronic musical instrument very similar to the synthesizer.  It works by playing pre-recorded
sounds and using a keyboard.

samsa
In Colombia it is an environmental services company.  It stands for Environmental Services S.  to.  In Argentina it stands
for Servicios de Aguas de Misiones S. to.   (SAMSA), which manages the aqueduct and sewerage in the cities of
Posadas and Garupá, in the Province of Misiones. 

samtos
It is a mocking way of referring Maduro and his followers to the President Juan Manuel Santos de Colombia: change you
the n by m to suggest that it is a kneeling to Uncle Sam, a kneeling to the Empire.

samuelear
In Central America it means observing (or trying to observe) a woman's private parts furtively.  Spy. 



samuga
It is a special wheelchair Mount for the ladies.

samuro
In Colombia and Venezuela it is another way of calling the hen, which is a scavenger bird of scientific name Coragyps
atratus, of the family Cathartidae.  It is also known by the names of Golero, zopilote, pimp, cool, jote, black vulture,
nopo, sucha, urubu.  Chombo.  zoncho, guaraguao.  It is also valid zamuro.

samurtu
In Indonesia it is a woman's name (however it has a rude Spanish translation).

san
Apocope of saint .  In computing it is short for Storage Area Network, which translates to Storage Area Network.  In
Japanese it is an honorific title meaning Lord. 

san genadio
Genadio or Genandio is a male name of Greek origin meaning well born, noble line age or race, noble man, man who
loves peace.  It also has Genoium as a variant.   San Genadio is the name of two Constantinople Patriarchs, also that of
a Benedictine Religious of Astorga and another Theologian and Religious of Marseille.

san gil
Name of a Colombian municipality .  which belongs to the Department of Santander.  Name of a Saint, also known as
Egidio .  He was a Greek hermit, who developed his activity in post-Roman France. 

san joaquín
According to the Holy Bible, spouse of Santa Ana and father of Mary most holy, so was the grandfather of Jesús of
Nazareth.  In Colombia is the name of a municipality in the Department of Santander, Guanentá province.  It is also the
name of a Corregimiento of the municipality of La Mesa in Cundinamarca Department.  It is also the name of a flower
that, in Colombia, also known as Cayenne, Chinese rose or hibiscus.

san mateo
Name of an Apostle and one of the Four Evangelists.  In Colombia, name of a municipality of the department of Boyacá
and Name of a neighborhood and a Sector in the Municipality of Soacha, in the Department of Cundinamarca.  Name of
a hacienda that was of Simón Bolívar, located near Maracay in Venezuela.  Name of a Battle in the Liberation
Campaign, where Antonio Ricaurte was immolated.  Name of a Municipality in Venezuela belonging to the State of
Aragua.

san petersburgo
It is the name of a Russian city, which is port sebre the Baltic Sea.  It was formerly called Petrograd and Leningrad.  It is
also the name of an American city, in the Tampa Bay area and belongs to the State of Florida.

sana
Inflection of healing.  It means to heal, recover, improved, recover.  That ended the disease.  Clean.  No disease.  In
Colombia, colloquially, it means that it does not know or do not know about any problems or inconvenience.



sanabresa
It means native to Sanabria, a region of the Province of Zamora, in Spain.  Woman born in the Sanabria region. 

sanabrés
It means native to Sanabria, in the Province of Zamora in Spain.  Relative to Sanabria.  It is also used to designate
someone from the Zamora region, zamorano. 

sanadresitos
sanadresitos is incorrectly written and it should be written as Sanandresitos ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>In
Colombia are stores where imported goods are obtained at a fair price.  Usually a large number of different independent
stores located kinds of goods in the same sector and each of them are called Sanandresitos and are differentiated by
the name of each sector.  Long ago they were focus of contraband and evade taxes, are now more organized and
comply with taxation.

sanandresana
It means native or native of San Andrés.  It may refer to the Caribbean Island, which belongs to Colombia or the
municipalities of San Andrés, in the Department of Santander or to San Andrés de Sotavento in the Department of
Córdoba.  The name of a Vallenata song performed by Diomedes Díaz and its composer is Octavio Daza.  Relative to
St. Andrew, who lives in San Andrés. 

sanata
Very long and tiring speech.  Rant.  Lengthy discourse that is tedious and boring due to its inconsequential, repetitive
and insolvent content. 

sanata
Very long and tiring speech.  Rant.  Lengthy discourse that is tedious and boring due to its inconsequential, repetitive
and insolvent content. 

sanatizados
It is the plural of demonized.  It means that you given the rating of satanic.  It is a work of Satan.  Demonized.  Give the
character of demonic or evil to any thing or a fact.


